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House committee to vote on Stqp
Online Piracy Act
Written bf
Victoria Rajkwnar
Later this month, the House
Committee on the Judiciary is
expected to make its desicion
on the Stop Online Piracy Act, a
new bill that will allow the. U.S.
government to block Americans
from accessing websites, which
could affect such things as online
gaming and YouTube, that infringe
on intellectual property.
SOPA is opposed by a coalition
of open Internet advocates and
Internet companies such as Google,
Yahoo, Facebook, eBay and Twitter.
However, the measure is
supported by entertainment giants
such as Disney, Time Warner,
Comcast, CBS and The Recording
rtrdtrsrry Association of America.
These websites are petitioning
against the bill and are urging the
public to contact their senators to .
speak out against it.
Chetachi Egwu, Ph.D., assistant

professor in the Division of Humanities
in the Farqhuar College of Arts and
Sciences, said that there are two sides to
the issue.
"On one hand, you have the issue

of theft to someone's intellectual
property - which is wrong. They
don't want their intellectual property
stolen. It cuts down on the profits
and it is stealing people's work," she

said. "However, cnncs are saying
that SOPA will affect our freedom
of speech. Websites opposing the
bill would shut down, PayPal and
Wikipedia for example, which can

-The Salvation
Army places
donatioii boxes
on campus
vlliitten by:
Victoria Rajkwnar

SEE S0PA2
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The Salvation Army rece ntly placed two
donation drop boxes. like this one at the University
Center circle, around campus in December.

In late December, the Salvation
Army placed two donation drop
boxes, one at the Don Taft University
Center circle. and another near the
Alvin Sherman library parking
garage, to collect used clothing
from the NSU community, to
benefit the Salvation Army's Adult
The House Committte will vote later this month on the Stop Online Piracy Act bill.
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NSU's Oceanographic ·Center hosts
first annual Mentorship Summit
Written by:
Victoria Rajkwnar

·· ·· ···· ················

NSU's Oceanographic Center,
will host its first annual Mentorship
Summit on Jan. 20, from 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
The purpose of the summit is to
raise thought-provoking inquiry on
the importance of mentoring in the
scientific community.
Presenters at the summit will
include: Ellen Kappel, president of
Geosciences Professional Services,
Inc. and the editor for The Official
Magazine of the Oceanography
Society; and Lorraine Breffni,
director of Family Center Early
Learning Programs at NSU's
Mailman Segal Center for Human
Development.
The idea for the summit was
generated from their first mentor
round table discussion, which took
place in October, 2011. The OC's
graduate peer mentorship program
provides new graduate students
with the tools they need to adjust to
the NSU graduate program.
Jazmin Zea, peer mentor
supervisor, said the mentorship
program reinforces the mission

PHOTO BY: J. ZEA

Students at NSU's Oceanographic Center mentor their peers to help them tranisition smoothly into graduate school.

SEE OCEANOGRAPHIC 2
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SALVATION ARMY

lead to an Internet blackout."
Christopher Curtis, sophomore
marketing student, feels that the issue
is a deep and complicated debate that
will not end anytime soon.
"SOPA is a double edged sword.
Parts of it are needed to help protect
IP and its value to companies and/or
individuals. It will help companies
enforce their policies on IP and..drive
sales. If there is no way to protect~
products like music and no way for
companies to make money on it, then
OCEANOGRAPHIC

the industry crashes and we (people)
los" " he said.
Curtis said, "On the flip side,
it, potentially, violates constitutional
rights, crosses the line of Internet
censorship and may potentially be
punishing the wrong people. Why
punish the creator of a file-sharing
site? Go after the person sharing the
actual content."
Christina Pantoja, graduate
student, M.S. instructional design

from 1

of the university and helps new
students adjust.
"I
have
truly
enjoyed
working with .the mentors. Our
mentorship . progr:q!ll encompasses
promoting collab<;Jration, creating
a feeling of belongingness to the
university, establishing a supportive
environment for new students and
increasing NSU OC's students'
morale by also reinforcing the goals,
objectives and mission of NSU,"
said Zea.
There are 26 mentors who
interact with their mentees once a

month to fuel active participation
within the university.
Joyce Verela, mentor and
administrative assistant at NSU,
said, "I'm excited to be part of
the mentorship program at the
Oceanographic Center. The program
provides ways 6f reaching out to
new students and helping them
transition into graduate school life.
The program enhances the overall
sense of community, and I'm glad
that new students are able to connect
with their fellow classmates."
Mentor Sammy Woodward,

from 1

diversity education, thinks that
Rehabilitation Center and to be sold
SOPA will impact websites where
in Salvation Army thrift stores.
free speech is otherwise permitted
Jim Moyer, donor program
and could become a potential danger , manager and NSU graduate student,
to American's constitutional rights.
said donations are the only source
"I understand they [the
of income for the Salvation Army's
government] want to protect artists
drug and alcohol program. He said
and their industry but people will
the. donation boxes will benefit those
always find a way to g~_t what they
suffering from drug and alcohol
want. Piracy has existecf',for how
addiction and chronic homelessness.
long? It will continue to happe~
"We don't receive federal, state
with this act," said Pantoja.
or local money. It is all the generosity
of the public's donations that is our
sole source of income," he said.
Moyer encouraged students,
second-year graduate student in
faculty and staff to make use of the
marine biology, said that the program
donation boxes.
gives new students the opportunity
"I would like students to know
to transition into graduate school as
that
this
is for a good cause and to
smoothly as possible.
just feel good about helping us help
"I enjoyed having the interaction
with these students that I may have
others," he said.
not crossed paths with otherwise
Alexis Bermudez, freshman
and being able to be there for them
to offer advice or my assistance if
necessary," said Woodward.

sociology major, thinks the donation
boxes are convenient ways to collect
donations for the needy.
"I like that there is an easily
accessible location for students
to donate to those in need," said
Bermudez.
Samuel Alonso, first-year law
student, said, "It really is nice that
NSU allowed the Salvation Army
to place the boxes on campus. The
outreach to help the community
has always been a big part of our
university so this was a fantastic
step forward."
Moyer said, "We are very
thankful to NSU for allowing us to
place the boxes. We intend to service
them everyday."
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NSU hosts Relay for
Life kickoff celebration
"

:•
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Written by:

--....

Dean Gabriel Williams

The NSU 2012 Relay for Life Committee,
a student-run philanthropy under the Office of
Student Leadership and Civic Engagement, will
host a kickoff celebration for the American Cancer
Soctety on Jan. 19 from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Rosenthal Building, Room 200.
This event will allow students to learn more
about the American Cancer Society, The Relay for
Life event and what student organizations can do
to get involved.
Michelle Fernandez, biology major and
chairwoman of NSU's 2012 Relay for Life at
NSU, said Relay for Life is a fundraising event
that honors and celebrates the lives of those
affected by cancer. All the .funding that NSU
clubs and orgariizations raise benefit the American
Cancer _Society.
"The theme of this . year's · Relay is
'Superheroes' _ so participating students and
organizations are urged to theme their fondraising
initiatives, their Relay activities, and their choice
of clothing and/or costumes at official relay events,
in accordance with the theme and are urged to
have fun." said Fernandez.
NSU's 2012 Relay for Life will begin on
April 13, at 6 p.m., and will end on April 14,. at
6 a.m. The 12-hour event will include an opening
and closing ceremony1 survivor walks, student
activities a:nd a lum_inaria ceremony.
Lauren Ad_ames, fundraising chairwoman

B'lack_bo,ard mobile app
now ava.ilable
On Jan. 6, Tom Wes.t, vice
president
of
lnfQJflf,\ation
Technolo~y and chief information
officet, ·announqed'1 that OIT
la,1mch~d' a mobil.e app for
Blackboard that ,allows students
to view ,tfreir assignments, -open
· documents, participate · in 'Class
discussions · -arrct ' aceess their
grades oh" thei'r s'martphones.
Students can download, the
,ai,ip in the -App Stare, _Android
Marketplace .and Blackberry ·App
Worl€1 ,by typing l'n '"Blackboard
MQblle Learn," pu~ing in the code
4LNDTT and ·selecting NSIJ.

·c·\ .
•• •
RELAY

.

FORllf~

COURTESY OF GERLINDE PHOTOGRAPHY

Supporters of Relay for Life participate in the annual walk to support cancer awareness.

of NSU Relay for Life, said, "I relay in memory
of my grandmother who just lost her battle with
cancer last year and for all of those who are
currently battling cancer along with i:he families."
Relay for Life also allows participants to
see and understand the impact of their donation.
Participants ·are able to interact with cancer
survivors during survivor walks and celebrate and
honor the lives that have been lost to and spared
from cancer.
Fernandez said, "You get a real sense of
the impact of the achievements of. the American
Cancer Society in the advancement of cancer
-research aml -development."
Carisa Lippmann, medical school student at

N8Ws
Bri:efs

NSU, has lost family members to cancer. She said
she 'is thankful for the event.
"I am excited to help in any way I can to
alleviate suffering and work towards cures for
different cancers. This is why I have-and will
continue to-participate in NSU's Relay for Life,"
she said.
Fernandez urges those who ' would like to
know more ab,;mt Relay for Life or are interested
in participating to attend the kick-off celebration.
"As a second-year participant on NSU's
Relay for Life Committee, I urge students to come
out to ·the kickoff celebration and get a first-hand
. experience of what the committee has planned to
elevate Relay at NSU," she said.

NSU launcl'les-tw9 new scl'loois
.On"' Jan . 1, NSIJ spilt its· CGllege
of Allied Health and, Nursing into
· two new colleges: The C0llege
p.f Nursin,g and Ttie College of
Health Care Sciences. The new,
nursirjg, school emerged alter llie
nursing program's growth and
s.uccess over the Jast J.ive years.
AutpNation and H. Wayne
Huizenga create s.ch.G!;:irship
for disae:tvantaged students
Al:lto'Nation and , H Wayne
Huize1:rga recently cont(il:>uted
to Pathway- $cholars, a new
community-focused scholi:irsMip
program at NSU's H. Wayne ,,
HJJizenga School of Business-ancl
. Eotrepr.eneY,rship. The J"athway
Schtilar.s
@rpgf.am . ber.iefits
studer-its
are " Jina:ndaily
disadVaht.aged.

wha .

NSU appoints vice president of
Human Resources ,
In
December,
Robert
J.
Pietrykowski, MA, J.D., was
appointed vice RJ:.e~ent of
human resources al -NSU . In
his new role, Pie11¥k!1ilNski-· will
provide strategic leadersttip in
the planning and' impiementatien
of
quality-1:lased,
integrated
human resources li)rograms that
positively contribute to employee
productivity and a healthy worklife balance. Pietf'¥kowski will
begin his new p.osition on Feb.

13.
Teen mistakenly deported to
Colombia returns to the U.S.
On Jan . 6, a Dallas teen was
returned to the U.S, after
being mistakenly deported to
Colombia. Jakadrien Turner, 15,
allegedly impersonated an illegal
immfgrant and lied to authorties
about her identity causing U.S.
authorities to deport her. Turner"
was a runaway.

BARRY LAW Makes its Case
Providing students with the skills and knowledge
to aid society through the competent and ethical
practice of law is what drives the Barry University
Dwayne 0. Andreas School of Law. The real-world
legal skills developed at Barry Law are showcased
by our championship-caliber trial and moot court
teams. That same legal expertise is displayed
by our graduates every day in law offices
and courtrooms.

.BARRY
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

California woman could face
life sentence for severing
man's genitals
Catherine Kieu, 48, was indicted
on Jan. 5 on a felony count of
torture and aggravated mayhem
alter cutting off a man 's penis.
The assault was brought on by an
argument between the two. Kieu
was living with the 60-year-old
victim at the time of the incident.
Authorities said after the man
went to sleep she severed the
organ and threw it in a garbage
disposal. Kieu could face a life
sentence without the possibility
of parole.

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

www.barry.edu/NSU
Barry University School of Law is fully accredited by the American Bar Association
/Section of Leoal Education & Admissions to the Bar. ASA. 321 N. Clark Street Chicaoo. IL 60654. 312-988-6738\.
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The ,how to of the American right: Voting is
··
easier than you tJJ.ink
Written by: Alyssa Sterkel
It's 2012. To people under 18, it's just
another year, but to those who are legally
adults, it's a life-changing one that
happens every four years. We're voting for
our next president this November (I know it
feels like Obama just took office). For those.
of you who didn't vote in the last election,
the thought of voting may make you uneasy,
so here's how to make it to the polls ready to
vote.
Registration: This is the first step to
ensuring you can fill out a ballot this ,year.
Technology has made it an easy process.
Timothy Dixon, associate professor in
the Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences
and coordinator of History and Politics,
said election rules vary from state to state,
· so someone coming from out of state needs
to know Florida's rules. In Florida, you
have to register at least 29 days before an
election, which means those of you who are
not registered yet cannot vote in the Jan. 31
primary.
Dixon said there are three ways to
register: online at www.browardsoe.org, in
person or by telephone at 954-357-7050.
"Registering online is dead easy and
totally self-explanatory," said Dixon. "It is the
easiest way for our students. If you register by
telephone, you get the application_sent to you.
If you want to register in person, there are a
number of sites which will have the application.
You can either mail it back or deliver it to the
Broward County Governmental Center."
Once registered, your voter registration
card will be sent to you in two to three
weeks. Your card will have all the
information you need to know about voting
in your county, like the location of your

cii'e

polling place, your precinct number .and
your congressional district.
Before you vote: The second step in
voting is deciding who to support and what
propositions to support.
Dixon said, "Be an educated voter.
Be educated about the issues and. about the
individuals. There are all sorts of websites,
like non-partisan ones, that will provide
information. Read and understand. You'll get
a sample ballot of constitutional propositions,
so understand them before you vote."
A sample ballot is sent out to every
registered voter prior to the elections, and it
lists all the people running for office, their
party affiliation, state or county propositions
and state constitutional amendment proposals.
Dixon said the sample ballot is a very
handy tool because you can match the
representatives and the races you should pay
attention to with your voter registration card.
"You can say these are·the things, people,
and propositions I need to look at and educate
myself about. You can mark on your sample
ballot who you want to vote for. I do that so
when I vote, I can do it very quickly," he said.
Election day: This is the third and most
crucial step of the process because you are
now practicing your right as an American
citizen.
First, Dixon said, you need to take your
voter registration card, a picture ID with
a signature and your sample ballot (if you
choose) to the polling location.
When you arrive at the voting area, poll
workers will tell you what precinct you're
in, so make sure it agrees with your voter
registration card. Dixon said the picture
ID with signature can be a Florida driver's
license, a Florida ID card, a passport, a
military ID, a student ID or a debit or credit

•i(*
*
**
- .I *1'
.. ~

card with a picture and
signature.
If you are unable ·
to ma-k~ it to the polling
locatiorr' on- the day of .
voting, you 'have two
options: absentee and
early voting.
For the Florida
primary, early voting is
Jan. 21 - Jan. 28 from
10 a.m. -· 6 p.m. There
are 15 different places
for early voting, which
can be found at www.
browardsoe.org.
Dixon
said
the
purpose of early voting is
for people who will be out
of town or unable to make
it to the polling location,
.
for those who did not receive an absentee
ballot, and for those who don't want to brave
the crowded polls on.Election Day.
"Election Day is a Tuesday. With
early voting, you've got eight days and two
Saturdays to vote. It makes a big difference
for people and gives the opportunity for more
people to take part in the elections," he said.
An absentee ballot is another way to vote
without going to the polls on Election Day.
You can request one in person, by mail, over
the telephone or online. Dixon said, originally, ·
absentee ballots were for those serving in
the military, but now they have been made
available to everyone to increase participation
in the elections.
"The earlier you make the request the
better off you are. The request needs to be
received at least six days prior to the day of
the election," he said.

.*

~
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VOTED
***TODAY**.._
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Dixon's last piece of advice is to not
vote out of ignorance. He believes voting
and sitting on a jury are two of our greatest
citizen duties.
. "My attitude has always been if you
don't vote, how can you sit there and complain
about how things are done? This is your chance
to alter and change the people in office, and
change what you're complaining about. Vote
wisely. Be educated. You don't have to know
everything about every issue, but know what
you can about the issues you're voting on," he
said.
Dixon said, the 2000 election with George
Bush and Al Gore was decided by less people
than the NSU undergraduate population.
Your vote does count. See you at the
polls.

His dream lives on
Written by:

~~-~~-~~~~- ~~~~~~ ..... ..... ..
Dr. Martin Luther King, · Jr. is
the only American to have his own
federal holiday. And winter break
is just a memory now, but if you
were lucky enough to get away,
you probably drove in .a city with
a street named after him. I found
them in every city I passed through,
without even looking;{ot' them. And
President Obami! offic;ially dedicated
·: his ne~ 'rriernori:t ;i~ Washington
D.C. on Oct. Hi.
If he were still living, King
would have turned 83 years old
. on Jan. 15. No one k11ows .what _he
.' could have accomplished in the
. years that were taken away from
him. But in his short 39 years, he
created a legacy that has yet to be
rivaled by anyone and will likely
.. ·never be forgotten. • Forty-three
. years after his death, -we. not only
still remember him, we are honoring
· him in increasingly more significant
ways. His likeness sits etched in
stone among the greatest presidents
in United States history, men who
shaped our country and made it into
a country that inspires pride.
Not only does King belong

is a person out there who doesn't
know his famous "I have a
dream" speech. However,
he did so much more in
his limited time here ~han
most people realize. He
wrote five books, was the
youngest person to receive
a Nobel Peace Prize,
entered college when he
was only 15 and earned his
Ph.D. by the time he was
26. He_f<:mght for J ustice
and taught , anyone: who
listened how to use peace as
a weapon. Posthumously,
he
was
awarded
a
Grammy, a Presidential
Medal of Freedom and
. The Congressional Gold
Medal. Most people will
. be lucky to accomplish just
one of those achievements
iIJ. their lifetime.
It's great to have a threeday weekend in January, but
let's never forget why we
have it. Let's never forget
.
PHOTO BY ROBERT HOSEA
to honor the man who was
The Martin Luther King, Jr. memorial In Washington D.C. portrays a larger than life likeness of the great orator with the words "Out of the mountain of despair, a stone of hope."
·
born on January 15, 1929 and
dedicated his life to ending social
holiday in 1983.
Luther King, Jr. day, but it took until
among these men, some may
injustice and making us all better
His
message
still
means
as
January 2000 for all 50 states to
wonder why it took so long for him
people.
much
today
as
it
did
when
he
spoke
officially observe the day, even after
to get there. In fact, it may seem
the
words
himself.
I
doubt
there
President Regan made it an official
that we've always celebrated Martin

.-
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Written by:
Fatima
....
... ....Abdihakim
... ....... ...
Fatima Abdihakim
is
a
sophomore communication studies
major. She is from Sunrise, Florida
but her family originated from
Somalia. She enjoys sleeping,
reading, browsing the Internet and
other relaxing habits. She enjoys
fantasy shows and recently started
watching "Glee" in her spare time.
· Her favorite quote is "Of all the
thing_s I've lost, I miss my mind the
most" by Mark Twain. I can't tell you how many
friends _I've lost since it began.
How many times I've caught myself
humming 'Don't Stop Believing'
before transitioning into 'Push It'
(push it real good). How FOX has
become the "danger zone" on the
guide. How my family can't even
bear to look at me on Tuesdays.
These are the woes of a notso-secret Gleek. Actually, before I
launch into my tale of misery and
despair, let me begin by defining
what I am:
Gleek - (n) Anyone who is
obsessed with the television show
"Glee" may call themselves a
"Gleek." It is a combination of the
words "glee" and "geek," implying
'< that the person is a "Glee Geek."
This is similar to calling someone a
"Trekkie" (someone who is obsessed

~UJ

made out to be.
Has there ever been a TV
show more appropriately •• named
than "Glee?" It both represents
and inspires exactly that quality. ·
- , Yet, if I tell you the s.how is about
· a high school glee club and features
bursting-into-song musical numbers,
you'll probably react like I did at
first: You can take that and get out of
here. I dig a good musical, but I'm
not the kind of guy who'll watch
one every week (girl. Guy? Wait, no,
girl).
But this comedy from creator
Ryan Murphy ("Nip/Tuck") is
actually so close to decent that it
blasts past any defenses you might
put up against it. "Glee" will not stop
COURTESY OF FATIMA ABDIHAKIM
until it wins you over completely.
Fatima Abdihakim is a "Gleek," a person who is obsessed with the television show Glee.
The bastard. It's the story of Will
with Star Trek) or a "RENThead"
smart, I'm funny (in an awkward
(Matthew Morrison), a high school
(someone who is obsessed with the
'oh-she 's-not-trying-to -be-funnySpanish teacher who takes over a
musical RENT).
that's-just-how-weird-she-is' kind
pathetic glee club filled with adorable
Yes, it is as embarrassing as it
of way, but still), and I've got two
misfits. The whole thing is just so
sounds. I know what you're thinking.
older brothers for Pete's sake! I
damn cute that you watch it just to
watch shows like "Doctor Who" and
take a break from your grimier, more
Why the hell is a sOphomore college
interesting shows.
student, with a schedule packed
pretend to understand whatever sport
my brothers have on at the moment!
The story itself is manic,
tighter than the jeans the kids wear
unorganized, forgetful, and more
nowadays, actually taking an hour
This.
repetitive with each episode, but I
of her Tuesday nights every week to
Is.
watch a bunch of twenty-somethings
Mortifying.
grew to love it anyhow. The actors
have the most amazing voices and
Then again, that's just me
run around pretending to be high
decent acting ability that you barely
school kids and singing top-40
being defensive and embarrassed
notice that what you just watched
about my life choices. Give me
songs?
was ridiculous until after the promo
about 15 minutes to get out of the
I wish I could explain it without
of next week's episode. Plus, hey, if
fetal position, and I can tell you that
sinking into a hole of shame. I'm just
that doesn't convince you, the cast is
"Glee" is so much' 'more than it's
not the type to watch "Glee!" I'm

pretty damn easy on the eyes.
But I watch for plot. Not
for Harry Shum Jr's magnificent
dancer's abs. That's just silly.
Although the show plays up
stereotypes .for comedic effect
(the jocks and cheerleaders are
unsurprisingly cruel, the glee club's
resident "diva" is a full-figured
African-American girl, etc:), the
universal message is for students to
step out of their cliquish "boxes" and
work together. Kind of corny, -yes,
but" at least it has a good ·tfiessage.
The show alJd frequently deals with
sexual otienta'tiori and the seemingly
abundant homophobia that exists
within the walls of major public
high schools (pre(iictably, the show
is slammed by conservatives as
pushing a "pro-gay agenda", but who
cares about them?).
I don't want to sound like
I'm reviewing the show. "Glee" is
probably one of the worst things
on television in terms of plot
development,
continuity,
and,
frankly, _likeable characters. But,
my God, it's lovely. It's bright and
colorful, so I suppose that's what
gets my attention. But on a much
deeper level. . .it's just a bunch of
twenty-somethings pretending to be
teenagers singing tof40 songs.
I hate myself. Come join me.
Please? ·

Did You Know?
January fun facts
Written by:
Betsy Ross, Paul
Revere and J. Edgar
Happy belated · New Year!
Hoover were some
very lucky people.
January is the first month of the year,
More celebrations
and it's filled with people making
in January include
resolutions and promises of lifestyle
Martin Luther King,
changes (if you can keep them).
Jr. day, which is on
In addition to one of the biggest
Jan. 16 this year.
celebrations New York City sees
Inauguration Day
every year, January has many more
takes place every
celebrations, traditions and fun facts.
four years following
Two-hundred
years
ago,
the
Presidential
January was not the month where
election. There won't
resolutions were made. According to
be one this year, but
the Roman calendar, March started
next year it will be on
the New Year. Once England added
Jan. 20.
January, they named it after the god
January
Janus. Janus apparently had two
include:
Hobby
faces which allowed him to look
School
Board
backwards into the old year and
Oatmeal Month and Cervical
forwards into the new one at the
COUIITESY OF THE·HISTORY-GIRLS.BLOGSPOT.CDM
Health Awareness. Month. It is also
same time -'- pretty fitting for the
Blood Donor Month, so expect to be
perfomied on Jan. 24. 1964, and
first month- of the year;
hounded by bl-Ood bank employees
Samuel Morse · ·first _ demonstrated .
It is an old Saxon belief that Jan.
2 is one of the unluckiest d,1ys of the- . and volunteers. · ,
·
the telegraph an' Jan. 6, -1838.
Historically, January is also a
Mpltt ·· imp~rtantly, January
year. People born on this day. were
very popular month. The Gulf War
is the •;eas~n you're reading this·
expected to die- an unpleasant death.
began on Jan. 16, 1991·. The first ·; article. January is back to school
So, Kate Bosworth, Taye Diggs
Superbowl game was -played on
month. Welcome back NSU Sharks.
and Cuba Gooding Jr. better watch
Jan. 15; 1967 with the Green Bay
I hope you have a great start to
· out. On the other hand, for people
another semester.
born one day earlier, their birthdays
Packers vs. the Kansas City Chiefs.
are one big party. You could say
The first heart transplant was

~r~~~- ~~~~~«:~ ........... ... ... .

A-Thal Restaurant

~;;,:,.- 4 Star Ratec.t of 'nlailand's
AulhenUc Dishes

~

:18 ~ears of daili fresh cooked food
HOURS: Monday - Friday
1¢h: 11 :30am~3:.Q0pm Dinner: Spm-1 O:OOpm
Saturday's Ope/ii ·fer Dinner Only.

Ask f6{ Mamason fo:r take-out
or -si:na!I party orders

Advertise with a classified today!
954.262.8455 I I thecurrentad@nova.edu
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Player profile:''
Ash Dougan

ON THE BENCH

COURTESY OF NSU ATHLETICS

a couple

of times, but it's really
, "When I said I couldn't do
technical. Even if it's from the slight
something, she'd be like, 'Why
movement in your hand and your
not?' If I tried to make excuses,
stroke to having to shave your legs,
she'd simply just say, 'Get over it.
there's a lot of science behind it."
Just get it done.' It'd be something
Dougan, a highly confident
simple from my homework to things
individual, credits his mother for
such as riding the unicycle. I learned
motivating him and never allowing
how to do that, she just said, 'Get on
him to quit at any task. Raising him
with it. Try and do it.' [She] always
as a single parent, Dougan said his .·encouraged me to do everything
mother has tieen without.r c!oubt, the ' I possibly° could: She was always
most irtflqentjal person in his-life.
..-inspiring. to m~ said Dougan.
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Kevin Preciado
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Ash Dougan, captain of the NSU Swimming and Diving team, is a senior marketing major.

,t:1,~~·:~:
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Dolphins
dissected

Senior, Ash Dougan, is a
captain of the NSU Swimming and
Diving team. Dougan has been
swimming competitively since the
age of seven and also played rugby
growing up back home in England.
He transferred from the University
of New Orleans last school year
because he felt NSU woul~. provide
him with 'tlie,. hll~JiGr.t.uhity to
succeed.
"
"I came to NSU because the
facilities and the coaching staff, I felt,
would be perfect to help me achieve
the best I could," said Dougan.
Dougan was a member of
the squad that won a conference
championship last year. It was an
unforgettable experience for Dougan,
and by far his favorite moment as a
Shark.
"Winning conference was
amazing," he said. "Seeing the whole
team come together at the meet was
one of the best things I've ever
seen. I mean we were a close team
before that, but as soon as we started
competing at that meet, everyone
seemed so much closer together."
Dougan said that swimming
competitively is much tougher than
most people realize.
He said, "Swimming's a really
difficult sport. Most people think you
just get in and swim up and down .

-·
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Commentary by:

'

Written by:
Kevin Preciado
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The Miami Dolphins have
finished the regular season with a (6~
10) record and have left us with more
questions than answers. Who will be
the head coach of the team? Is Matt
Moore the answer at quarterback, or
is an upgrade at the position vital?
These questions are shaping this
offseason into an eventful one full of
intrigue.
Before I dive into speculation,
let's take a look at the positives from
this past season. _Topping off . my
list is none other than Reggie Bush.
Bush had the eleventh most rushing
yards in the NFL, and of those top
11 rushers, he posted the highest
average per rush with five yards per

to see his next amazing move.
M ,a ·stcllter, Matt Moore hacL a
(6°6) . record this season. However,
he did finish strong by winning six
of his final nine games. Is he the
quarterback of the future? I don't
believe so, but I'm not going to write
him off just yet.
He finished the season with a
quarterback rating of 87.1, which
was twelfth best in the league.
Keep in mind; he accomplished this
without an offseason program and
training camp since he was a late
signing. If Matt Moore is the starting
quarterback next season, I honestly
wouldn't have a problem with it.
General Manager Jeff Ireland
has a ton of work ahead of him.
Will this be the offseason he does
everything in his power to acquire
a Robert Griffin III or a . Peyton
Manning? Will he remain prudent
and address other needs? Trust me.
There are other needs besides a
quarterback.

carry.

In addition to his impressive
numbers, Bush brought excitement
and entertainment to the team. The
manner in which he ran the ball was
truly r~miniscent of his illustrious
collegiate career, and everyone was
on the edge of his or her seat waiting
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NSU golf ready
for spring season
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Written by: Kevin Preciado_

Written by: Kevin Preciado
"When a customer bp.ys a ticket to
Marketing is used in Just about every · a sporting event there is rio guarantee of
facet of our lives: Businesses, organizations,
what the ·end result will be and no guarantee
and universities each _have their · own
your- customers will be happy about the
outcome," lie said. ,;Most marketers are in
marketing departm~nt. This includes the
realm of sports as well.
the business of trying their best to please
Kim Carbo, manager of Marketing , .· -their customers and providing them with
and Special Events for NSU Athletics,
the best possibl!,' outcome, but with sports,
has experience in marketing with both
fans can walk away ecstatic after a win or
professional and collegiate athletes . She
devastated-over a loss.''
explained tha(marketing in sports not only
Carbo said marketing in sports reaches
takes place prior to the games, but during
. out to a different audience.
the games as well.
_
"It appeals to a different group
"We do everything. [It] starts with · , of people. People .who are attracted to
promoting the games. Sharkfins · and
competition, specific sports, people who like
Sharkbytes to posters and schedule cards
entertainment," she said. "It's about people
and electronic messages, whether it's out
coming to sporting events to see specific
on University Drive, or text messages · or
athletes; ·in college and athletics they come
Facebook or emails. We're trying ·to get a.
to support their friends . They're looking for
little bit of everything, but that's from the
· the foll e'ntertainment package when you're
.
promotions standpoint.''
..
talking liports from the beginning of the
,;]> -['.i.;,,/_ Carbo said, · at th~ game marketing · 0' expefieIKe tq halftime,,!o the excitement of
involves revvirig ' ~p the crowd; iµvolving
. the game whether it's~ buzzer beater or just
them in halftime activities and giving them _ the general atmosphere of the gaine ."
an all-around good game experience.
Carbo believes there is no substitute
Jeffrey Fountain, associate professor of
for experience in this field. NSU Athletics is
Sport and Recreation Management, teaches
currently looking for interns in the marketing
a sport marketing course. He said marketing
department, and Carbo emphasized that this
in the sports industry can be difficult due to
is a great opportunity for those interested.
the unpredictability of the events.

finishes. · The team is ranked fifth in the
.: . Both the men's and women's , golf
teams wrapped up successful Fall seasons
country, and Head Coach Garrett Runion
on Oct. 31, and will start competing
feels winning the final tournament of the
again in late February. Despite several . Fall was huge for the.team.
newcomers qn both teams, the results were
"Winning our last tournament of the
quite familiar to the NSU community.
Fall .absolutely gives our te_am momentum
The women procured two individual
heading into _the Spring;" he said. "Last
titles and a te_am title during the Fall season
year we di<;ln't break' through with a win
and are currently the top-ranked team in the
until the end of. the seaso~: l'hep;Jt was like
nation. Head Coach Amanda Brown was · a big reuett rl!i~
win ~early
only mofivates-- nl!f~gl\y( t6 '·~ ~more and
very pleased with how the team progressed.
She was especially pleased with the . not be satisfied w.itlljust one win.''
fresh~en players' performance.
Runion's main priority for the team is
to stay focused and hungry.
"The freshmen definitely improved
"The biggest thing I want my guys
throughout the Fall season. Daniela Ortiz
. is now ranked number one in the country,
to take from the Fall season is that we are
which is outstanding for a freshman. She
good, but to never be satisfied. The second
improved on her putting tremendously. Lili
they think they have made it because they
won a tournament or are ranked in the topCammisa improved her ball striking and
five of the country _is the second they get
Chelsey Herbert improved her short game
and overall streng~h," said Brown:
lapped. They need to remain patient and
Brown wants the team to continue
focus on each tournament, hole, shot and
playing with confidence in the Spring.
not get ahead of thewselves.'' ,.)! ..
· "With one team title, they got a taste
Ben Vertz, senior, golfer,if~lJ:J he team ·, : .
performed very well, and needs to continue
for how fun it is to win and beat some of
to improve for the Spring.
the best teams in the country. They should
have the confidence that they are a national
"The real thing we need to focus on is
championship level team, and their youth
continuing to be committed to. excellence;
isn't going to hold them back," she said.
always finding and improving upon our
weaknesses, and truly setting each of our
Meanwhile, the men . secured an
individual title and a team title during
individual goals in a way we can improv~
individually, and thus as a team," he said.
the Fall season, as well as four top-five
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Nova students, f acuity and staffPlease help The Salvation Army of Broward
Cou.n ty help others by donating your unwanted
clothes and small items. Look for the 'Donation
~ Boxes' recently placed"on_Jhe Main Campus!
'

.

Or call The Salvation Army Clothing Campaign Hotline: 754-224-2972

Living Off Campus And Need Furniture?

,,_.

Visit .one of our 2 largest Salvation Army Thrift Stores located close to Main Campus:
Fort Lauderdale
1791 W. Broward Blvd.

Pembroke Pines
888 N. University Drive
-

(B miles N.E. of campus)

(5 miles south of campus)

954-431-2160

•

;!L

954-467-5816

For a~ditional information about othe~ Salvation Army
Thrift Stores, Car Auctions, and daily 'AS-IS' Auctions - Call 954-463-3725

H"

!]f

GREAT FINDS with
REAL VALUE begin at
The Salvation Army
Broward Family Thrift
Stores and Auctions!
•
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Sharks unite��
Channel. 96 Movie Show Times: January 1 - 31, 2012
For more information:-�www.nova.eDu/sharksunitel>tv,
·,

{954) 262-2602, _email sharkt\l@nova.e1>u
= SUTV Prol>Uctions
= SUTV MOVies

Jan. 18

Cowboys and
Allens

The
Hangover 2

Conan the
Barbarian

Final Desti·
nation 5

Friends
With

The
Change Up

Cowboys and
JI.liens

Friends With
Bene�ts

flnal Desti·
nation 5

The
Hangover2

Conan the
Barbarian

News &
Sports

Jan. 19

Final Destina·
tion 5

Conan the
Barbarian

The Change
Up

The
Hangover2

Conan the
Barbarian

Final Desti·
nation 5

Friends With
Bene�ts

Cowboys and
Aliens

The
Change Up

Friends With
Bene�ts

The
Hangover 2

Leak

Jan.20

Conan the
Barbariar,i

Cowboys
and JI.liens

The
Hangover2

Final Desti·
nation 5

The
Change Up

Friends
With
Bene�ts

Final Desti·
nation 5

The
Hangover2

Conan the
Barbarian

The Change
Up

Cowboys
and Aliens

News &
Sports

Jan. 21

The
Hangover2

The Change
Up

Conan the
Barbarian

Cowboys
and Miens

Final Desti·
nation 5

The
Hangover 2

Friends With
Bene�ts

Conan the
Barbarian

Cowboys
and Miens

Final Desti·
nation 5

The Change
Up.

Jan.22

Cowboys and
JI.liens

The Hang·
over2

Friends With
Bene�ts

Conan the
Barbarian

The
Change Up

Final Desti·
nation 5

Cowboys and
Aliens

Friends With
Bene�ts

The
Change Up

The
Hangover 2

Final Desti·
nation 5

Jan. 23

Conan the
Barbarian

Final Desti·
nation 5

The
Hangover2

The
Change Up

Cowboys
and JI.liens

Friends
With ·
Bene�ts

The Change
Up

Cowboys and
Allens

Friends
With
Bene�ts

Conan the
Barbarian

The
Hangover 2

Jan.24

The Change
Up

Friends With
Bene�ts

Cowboys
and Allens

Final Desti·
nation 5

The
Hangover 2

Conan the
Barbarian

The
Hangover2

Final Destina·
tlon 5

Cowboys
and JI.liens

Friends With
Bene�ts

Conan the
Barbarian

Jan. 25

Final Destina·
tion 5

Cowboys
.and JI.liens

The Change
Up

Conan the
Barbarian

Friends
. With
Bene�ts

The
Hangover2

Conan ttie
Barbarian

The
Hangover2

The
Change Up

Final Desti·
nation 5

Friends With
Bene�ts

The
Leak

The
Leak

Craving Italian? Check out Ciro's
• •
Deli for authentic Italian cu1s1ne
· Written by:
Victoria Rajkumar

I love that. Nothing ever tastes pre
packaged (I'm looking at you, Olive
Garden!).
The menu items are relatively
cheap and I'd even go so far as
saying this place would make an
ideal college date spot (bring gum
for guaranteed after-dinner action,
sans garlic breath). If you head out
there between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.
they have discounted lunch prices

on select dishes. I hope you have
an appetite because these dishes are
huge. I usually split with someone
and I suggest you do too - unless
leftovers are your thing.
The only problem I see, which
isn't really a big deal, is that you
need to spend at least $10 in order
to use your debit card. But a dish is
around $7 and with a tip it should
total out to an even $10 anyway.

�·��
January 17-January 23

PHOTO BY VICTORIA RAJKUMAR
Ciro's Italian Deli, located on 8840 W. State Road 84, serves delicious dishes.

once a week, but what is best about
Restaurant: Ciro's Italian Deli and
·
this
restaurant is that wbi-le pizza is
Restaurant
an
option
(and comes customizable
Price:$$
to
suit
any
picky eater's preference)
Location: 8840 W. State Road 84,
·
they
also
have amazing pasta,
Davie,FL.
sandwiches
and yes, dessert, that
Contact: (954} 474-2165 and (954)
.
can
replace
the �undanity of the .
474-7719
·
·Monday
night
pizza.raid.
. Free Delivery/Catering AvailaQle
Fortunately
: for the RecPlex,
www.cirositaliandeli.com
I happen to be a regular at Ciro's,
and for good reason. The service
In the mood for a carb
has always been excellent; the staff
indulgence? .Hey, if you're going
is fantastic and efficient. My "usual"
to succumb to the temptation that
(which should be an "occasional")
is Italian food, this is the place to
is the meatball and spaghetti, which
go. Real talk, there is nothing I
includes
a salad or soup and two
could ever write that could capture
garlic
rollsdon't judge until you've
the deliciousness of Ciro's many
had it. I have no idea what they put
concoctions.
in the sauce but it's un-be-li-eve
I get that it's in the "college
handbook" to order pizza at least . able. Everything is hot and fresh.

Tuesday 1.17
Divorce Party The Musical,
Marshall E. Rinker, Sr. Playhouse,
West Palm Beach 7:30 p.m
various dates and time
throughout the week

Wednesday 1.18
Gregg Alfman HarcfRock
Live, Holtywood 7 p.m.

Thuisclay L19
The Cab Culture Room,
Fort Lauderdafe- 6:00 .m.

I know once you try a dish
Ciro's you'll be back. I've tak1
various friends who still talk abo
the food they ordered with stars
their eyes and drool falling fro
their gaping mouths. Yeah, ii
THAT good. But hey, judge f
yourself. Check out Ciro's !tali,
Deli and Restaurant. Tell them I se
you and maybe score me a free piz,
capiche?

Saturday L21
23rd Annual
Downtown Delray
Beach Festival of
the Arts, Atlantic
Avenue, Delray Beach

*August Burns Red w. Silverstein
Revolution Live 7 p.m.

Sµndayl.22
*Rebelution with special
guests The Groucn and Pep
Love Revolution live 7 p.m.

Cannibal Corpse

Culture Room, Fort L_auderdale ?p.m.

Mondayl.23
Elvis Lives

Culture Room, Fort Lauderdale 8 p.m. AlexanderW. Dreyfoos,
Jr. Concert Hall,West
Palm Beach 8 p.m.

*Listen to Radio X - WNSU 88.S for a chance to wi
to tickets to these events. Call (9S4) 262 - 8460
from 6 p.m. - 3 a.m.

SOUTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
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LOWEST PRleE GUARANTEE ··
WHEN BUYING NEW OR USED*
*Does not apply to online retailers. See bookseller for details.
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TECl-f CORNER
'
Written by: Davis Yahn
Welcome to Tech Corner
where twice a month cool new
technologies get a chance~ to
shine and showoff how amazing
the 21st century really is. Look
forward to consumer advice,
cutting edge technol'ogy and fun
new ways to enhance the gadgets
you may already have. The world
.o f technology is growing. at an
exponential rate and with the help
of The Current you can stay on top
of the curve.
,
This week, Tech Corner does
the leg work for you by comparing
and explaining tablets and their
usefulness. Tablets made their first
debut with the Microsoft Tablet PC
in 2002. Touch screen tablets never
really caught on until eight years
later with the iPad's unveiling.
Now, taking notes, looking up
information, managing your life
and organizing data is all done
with simple strokes of a finger.
The only question that remains
then is "Which tablet is the best?"
"''"

an ever growing market that has
exploded with new devices coming
out every month. So here are five
great taolets that are sure to meet
the demands of school and work.

2. Barnes & Noble Nook Tablet
Battery life: 8 hours
CPU speed: 0.8 Ghz
Cost: $249
.....

-,

1. Apple iPad 2
Battery life: 10 hours
CPU speed: 1.00 Ghz
Cost: $499-$548

Taking advantage of the
Android 3.0 Operating System, the
Asus is a sleek-looking tablet that
will make people take notice. It's
thinner than the iPad and takes great
pictures with its 8-megapixel camera
and has tons of apps.

5. Sony Tablet S
Battery life: 8 hours
CPU speed: 1.00 Ghz
Cost: $409+

4. Toshiba Thrive
Battery life: 7 hours
CPU speed: 1.00 Ghz
Cost: $370
With more than one thousand
apps available and great web surfing
abilities, the Nook works great as an
e-reader. It's great fer Netflix and
has plenty of storage (16GB) for
all your data. What the Nook lacks
(Bluetooth, camera, GPS), it makes
up for in price.

Apple's latest power house is
not only user friendly and easy on
the eyes but also an amazing work
station for any student. There may
not be a USB drive on the iPad but it
takes full advantage of data transfer
of a wireless network.

quite well over its speakers, but it
is a power house for the price.

3. Asus Eee Pad Transformer
Prime
Battery life: 9.5 hours
CPU speed: 1.00 Ghz
Cost: $408+

Each tablet excels in specific
areas where others just do the
same but cost more for the sake of
costing more. The tablet market is

If you're looking for a tablet
similar to an iPad that has the
flexibility of a laptop, then the
Thrive is for you. With a removable
battery and ports (USB, mini USB,
HDMI and SDXC), the Thrive has
the capabilities to connect to any
source. It is a pretty heavy tablet
(1.7 lbs), and it doesn't play music

This Playstation certified
Tablet offers a unique ergonomic
wedge shape that fits in your
hands very well. The Sony lacks
an HDMI port but has SD card
support for transferring files. A
great feature is the IR port, which
turns this tablet into a universal
remote.

Can you handle a night
with the Devil?
-~~~~- hJ:. Y~.~~?.~~ ~~J~~ar

'

This article on Go Green Recycling is parl one of a six pan series featuring the NSU Faci/Jties Deparlments.

Go Green Recycling I Facilffies Management I Public Safety I The Physical Plant

Remember "Cloverfield" (2008) and all the
shaky gives-you-an-instant-headache footage?
Yeah, well, this film will remind you of it until
your eyeballs bleed. As soon as the action kicks

OK, first of all, I demand a round of applause for writing this review after getting zero
sleep tfom watching this movie. Seriously, it's
the most demented hour
, and '· 27 minutes I've
spent since finals.
"The Devil Inside,"
while eerily reminiscent
of the documentary-style
Paranormal Activity series, makes for one epic
scary movie that doesn't
fall into the typical,
... god-awful horror genre
we've all grown bored
of, and are a bit insult- A scene from the move "The Devil Inside."
ed by (Shark Night 3D
in, so does the shaky-cam, so be wary of that.
(2011), anyone?).
Personally, I've been over the vomit-inducing
We've all seen it and have been creeped out
self-footage deal since "The Blair Witch Project''
by that voice in the movie's trailer: "Three people ... are dead ... " but it just gets so much worse.
(1999).
,'
.,
I will admit "The Devil Inside" really d~1fv:·
The story revolves around Isabella Rossi's
ers the demons. Once you get into the film, it'll
(Fernanda Andrade) search for answers after her
start creeping you out - or having you vying for
mother, Maria Rossi (Suzan Crowley), murdered
a yoga class. All the demonic body contortion,
three people back in 1989 (the victims being
bones snapping, levitating, straight-from-hell
religious figures. Uncanny, right?). Maria was
wails will send you straight for the nearest Bible.
later institutionalized in Rome's Centrino Hospital for the Criminally Insane. After 20 years of- Thank God it's an app now.
The exorcisms are pretty disturbing and lifeuncertainty as to what actually occurred on the
like (exorcisms tend to be horrific, who knew?).
night of the murders, Isabella decides to travel
So if you have a weak stomach, are uber religious
to Italy to visit her deranged mother in hopes of
uncovering the truth. Of course, she gets a hell · or just can't stand to see random bouts of menstruation - check out another movie. I highly
of a lot more than she could have ever imagined.
doubt I'd watch this again if given the opportuniAs with any horror movie, the pretty girl
ty; it just wasn't my cup of tea. That, and the endends up to be the undoing of everyone she meets.
ing was a cheap shot at the audience. I'm willing
Isabella befriends two young priests, who hapto bet my tuition the directors of "The Devil Inpen to be undercover exorcists. Not only does
side" will pull out at least five alternative endings
she have impeccable luck in running into two
on that DVD and yes, there will most definitely
priests willing to go against the church, but she
be a part two.
also has her own cameraman to document the
But hey, if you're ballsy and have a thing
exordsm she is invited to witness. The priests
for demonic possession, check out "The Devil
also agree to perform an exorcism on her mothInside". I'll even say a few Hail Mary's for ya!
er. Some people have all the luck.

' Nova Southeastern University has a dedicated team of participants from the
various schools and colleges that help ensure the growth and success of the Shark
Recycling Program. Wrth the help of our housekeeping contracting vendor TCB, we
, have been collecting mixed paper, corrugated cardboard, bottles and cans, printer
and toner cartridges and other items. Since January 1, 2011 , our campuses have
r generated over 225 tons of recycle material and have collected over $18,000 in
II rebates. NSU has also participated in the 2011 Recycle Mania Competition where
we placed in the top 4 in Florida Schools and 77th in the national competition.
11

, Wh:aUs RecyleMania?
RecycleMania is a friendly competition among college and university recycling
1
programs in North America and Canada. During 8 weeks each spring, schools
1
compete in different categories to see which institution can collect the largest
; amount of recyclables per capita, the largest
For further information on
amount of total recyclables, the least amount of
NSU's Facilities
waste per capita or have the highest recycling rate.
Programs and

i RecycfeMania will run January 23 through April 2.

Procedures, contact:

2012. Please .become involved by helping NSU
surpass last year's standings! For more information
email us af: Aiovino@nova.edu or call us at (954)
262-8800.

PUBLIC SAFETY

www.nova.edu/publicsafetv
call (954) 262-8999
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

facilities@nova.edu
call (954) 262-8823

We should be very proud of our efforts, but we
also need to keep looking forward and get more
students, faculty and staff involved in our recycling
program. It is up to each of us to be good stewards
of our precious natural resources. Check out our
website at:

GO GREEN RECYCLING

www.nova.edu/aoqreen
call (954) 262-8800
THE PHYSICAL PLANT
physicalplant@nova.edu

call (954) 262-8800
""
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Written by:
Victoria Rajkmnar

not care whether or not a student appears in class, which
of course means that their absence wouldn't affect ·their
Maybe it's me. Maybe it's just me never getting
grade. Students are typically graded on.their. academic
to class oii time and feeling like I'm one panicked
~ork. I think it's called, being treated iike an, ~haf s the
-heartbeat away" from yet another tardy which turns into
word ... adult?
the inevitable "third-strike" .unexcused absence. Weigh
I think that as long as a student completes their work
that on top of the long walk of shame to your designated
it shouldn' t matter if they have unexcused absences.
desk at the front of the class and you have the makings
Personally, if I were a professor I would make it clear to
of a frustrated college student on the verge of tears and a
- the student from the ,get-go that their work is up to them
lowering grade.
to complete and should they miss class it is his or hers
We've all been there, being late to class or just
duty to get the notes, review the textbook or what have
skipping because the "real world" grabs you by the
you. Why else am I buying that $200 book?
neck and drags you off campus from time to time.
To corrupt a student's final grade based on their
Unfortunately for NSU students, it seems like we're
attendance when ·they have completed their assignments
a part of one of the few universities who monitor our
seems absurd to me. Granted, this hc1.sn't happened to
classroom attendance like overbearing mothers.
me yet, but the thought always haunts me. I hate it when
Typically, there is a three-strikes-and-you're-out
paranoia kicks in around finals and I have to struggle to
rule embedded onto syllabi campus-wide regarding
remember which days I missed and pray they don't add
attendance. My question is, why? I mean I understand
up to "30 percent of your grade will be deducted".
you need to be in class to learn but I have had my share
"It seems like you should just take online classes
1 of classes where my presence within the classroom was
then." Well, no, not necessarily. Not every course is
well, unnecessary._ ·
available online for one and I really don't suggest
Think about it. Some professors are . ordering a
students spend more time glued to their laptops.
student to commute (yes, in this scenario the student
Having a student learn to be responsible for their
is a commuter) x amount of minutes/hours to get to
actions, their education and the quality of their work i~·
campus; hunt for a parking spot; and rush over to their
invaluable and this childish "absence/tardy" nonsense·
class just to sit mindlessly for an hour and 45 minutes (or
really needs to find its way back to high school and die
more, ever had a four hour class like this?) watching the
there.
professor read off cif a ·PowerPoint - which was mailed
Let the students handle their coursework, ·manage
to the class earlier that day. Ugh.
their time and build themselves: Giving them penalties
· Rather than demand reimbursement for tpeir gas
·on anything other than their assignments is not the way
and time, the NSU student takes it all in stride - before ·
to go. It hinders the student and ruins the whole college
venting on Facebook. Many cither universities tend to
experience. The idea is to "grow up", right? So let them.

~

~

Letter ·to
the Editor

nsunews@nova.edu

Don't get shocked by the
electric car
Written by:
Davis Yahn

"Electric cars may be the future but America is not ready yet."

I quite enjoy helping people and
in the spirit of the holidays I took on
the daughnting task of helping my
friends and family with their difficult
tech questions. I usually enj oy this
but, what I don't like is having to deal
with the constant stream:0£ questions
from my friends and family in search
of "gift advice" . "What do you know
about tablets?" "What's the best

COURTESY OF WWW.PLANETAAK.OAG

features for a GPS?"
The one question I do like
however is: "Which car is good?"
I particularly like this game of
suggesting cars to match the needs of
whoever needs them mostly because
I wish it was me buying a new car.
This holiday break was different
though. I was asked "Which electric
car is good?"

I swear. I almost dropped the
phone. I knew this· day was coming
because I had been avoiding it ever
since hybrids started to emerge. I'm
not against technology by any means
but you won't ever see me running
out the door to buy the next iPod. ·
I prefer to wait things out and let
the market test something I would
seriously consider buying. So when
hybrids came out I snubbed my nose
at them.
Long term costs, I predicted,
would ultimately be the end of their
reign so I knew that purchasing one
for long term ownership would be
pointless. The second those batteries
dried up the car would likely end
up in a scrap yard. But oh well, if
people want to drive insane and still
get 25 miles per gallon then good for
them. They are the perfect candidate
for a hybrid. But for electric cars,
I don't think I know of one person
who couid make use out of such an
inefficient mode of transportation.
Where to begin? I could go on
and on about boring statistics such as
not one of these electric cars on the
market has enough room for anything
practical - like passengers, or how
the build qualities of most of these

They produce zero emissions (except
cars is lacking and uninspired. But I
the emissions from the power plant.)
think I will focus on one issue that
The appeal is pretty tempting I must
I found with most of the electric
admit. Owning a sub 40 mpg car can
cars I have driven. They will leave
really strain your wallet but so would
you stranded. At some point in time
having to buy another car because
down the road of owning an electric
car you will be stuck somewhere sou can't go anywhere while waiting
the 20 hours it takes for the l.',/issan
with your now dead car waiting for
Leaf, Nissan's premier electri c· car,
a charge. ·
.
~
to charge/ Just about E:'Vecy electric
You see the problem with
car available in the U.S. suffers from
things that rely solely on batteries
this problem. They get about 100
is that when there is no more juice
miles of range on a charge and take
there is no more function to the
about an entire day to charge back
device. Take for instance a bicycle
up.
with an electric motor attached to it
Electric cars are great ideas in
and an electric powered scooter. The
theory
but they are not ready yet.
scooter may be pretty snazzy as all
BMW
is doing extensive testing
you have to do is sit and twist your
on
a
new
prototype that will take
wrist and you're moving. You never
far
shorter
time
to charge and more
have to pay for gas and it's cheap.
efficiently
use
its
limited range but
But the second the scooter runs
that
won't
be
ready
until 2015.
out of power you're left to walk it
Until
then
if
you're
looking for
home or hope you can plug it into
a
car
you
can
plug
in
I
suggest
the
something. The bike, however, when
Chevy
Volt.
It's
a
hybrid
electric
that
drained of electricity becomes, well,
uses its electric motor mostly with a
a bike and nothing really changes
gasoline engine to charge it. The car
except you may lose a few calories
boasts
impressive mpg and would
but you can still peddle home.
take
well
over 600 miles before it
Electric cars, like the scooter,
leaves
you
stranded on the side of
seem like a good idea at first. They
the
road.
get around 50 mpg. They don't need
gas and they're relatively cheap.
.
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Seven predictions -Th'e
gra4ual deflation of the
student loan bubble
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Written by:
Carl M. Letam.endi
Carl M. Letamendi,
guest
columnist, is a Ph.D. student of
Conflict Analysis and Resolution
· with a concentration in Crisis
Management at Nova Southeastern
University and also holds an MBA in
Finance.

I made a prediction about a year
ago that things were going to change
in the student loan and education
industry; based on being a student
myself, having recently worked
in financial aid and institutional
collections, and also in enrollment
service_
I knew that there were many
people out there, taking advantage
of current loan programs, who
only went to school for the refund
generated to them each term as a
means of earning an extra income,
and some academic institutions were
behind them encouraging enrollment
based on the amount of refund
money from studep.t loans they were
going to get.
I knew that this would soon
come to an end and that congress
would catch on; and they did. There
is big news brewing behind the
scene that seems to be getting swept

under the rug. Effective July 2012,
graduate students will no longer be
able to get the much coveted Federal
Subsidized Loan, which accrues no
interest for the student until they
are no longer enrolled in school.
Although this is of no immediate
impact to undergraduate students,
those who are in medical school, law
school, graduate business programs,
and any other graduate programs,
should be very aware of what is
going to happen in the next few years
to come.
Being a current Ph.D. student
in conflict analysis and resolution
and a finance MBA-grad, whose
research interests are in financial
and economic anthropology and the
dynamics of how people conflict
and behave during a financial crisis,
I boldly unravel seven predictions
for the near future for the "business"
of education and the student loan
industry when the student loan
bubble starts to slowly deflate, after
July 2012:
1) For profit, minimally
endowed, and tuition-driven schools
will start to close their doors_ Over
the past few years, we have seeri
people with mortgages that caved
in on themselves that put people
under water as well as insurance
and financial institutions failing. My
prediction is that schools are up next.
The notion of the "survival of the

fittest" doesn't just apply to animals
and banks as we have recently seen,
but we will also soon see it happen
with academic institutions. Schools
with strong finances, that have made
wise investments in the past, and
that have a strong network of alumni
contributing to their university's
endowment, will survive the gradual
deflation of our next bubble (notice
I didn't say "burst"). With schools
closing, this also means losses of
jobs for those who were working
in these for-profit and minimally
endowed schools.
2) Fewer graduate students
will be able to afford to go to school.
One of the motivating factors for a
student deciding which school they
will be attending is the amount of
aid they are going to be receiving.
If a student has to pay for tuition,
or if they are going to be receiving
a less favorable financial aid award
package, they are less likely to attend
that school. Students don't usually
cough up thousands of dollars out of
pocket for tuition per term; they rely
on scholarships and loans. If there
is no money for school, students
wilrpfobably not be~abte ·to- afford
it; especially if these students are
unemployed, and optimistic about
graduate school making them more
competitive in the job market.
3) Students will reconsider
the value of their graduate education.

On the Scene:

There are a lot of television programs
and articles in magazines questioning
the value of higher education all
togetli.er; and showing the incomes
of very wealthy non-degree holders.
One thing that I advise people who
speak parallel to the objective of
these articles -and shows is that we
are in a different time now than at
the time when these millionaires
became rich. They were innovative,
they had ideas, they found niches
in the market and societal needs,
and met those needs by introducing
something new to the world. You can
still be innovative while getting an
education, but the weight of a highschool diploma in the 60s and ?Os is
much different than the weight of a
high-school diploma in our day and
age.
4) Admission decisions will
be greatly affected. Universities
usually boast on having a diversified
pool of students from various states.
With universities offering reduced
rates to in-state students, and in some
states also offering students state
grants, why would a student attend
a much more expensive university
'butside Bf "thefr state of residence,
and end up paying more money
and incurring more expenses?
The dynamic will change, and
universities need to figure out how
to invest in external talent if they
want to continue to get out-of-state

students.
5) Higher int_erest rates.
Graduate students W?O 90 elect to
continue to pull loans after July
2012 will only be able to pull the
unsubsidized loan. There will still
be a good number of students who
are unable to repay their student
loans, and interest will still be
accruing. This means an increase
in : student loan defaults. The way
to ensure that at least some of the
money is recovered is regrettably, by
increasing rates to other borrowers,
a practice that is not estranged to
us who know the credit and lending
world.
6) Educational grants will
be reduced for subsequent students.
I predict that graduate students _.
who will be entirely affected by
this, those of the 2014-2016; class,
will be less likely to cqntribW.,e,,to
their university's endoWII)#nt . - a
pool of funds usually used to issue
scholarship and institutional grants
to students.
7) Reduction
of
the
subsidized loan for undergrads may
be out in the horizon. I believe that
this change will undoubtedly filter
out students who are only in school
for the extra refund money generated
as a result of their loan disbursements.
The success of this change, may also
impact undergraduate students in the
years to come.

What is your New Year's resolution? .·

"Do well in school, get into
medical school and pass my
MCATs." Saamia Shaikh,
senior, biology major

"I graduate in May, so my New
Year's resolution is to try hard,
and when I graduate to get a
good job." Milind Rupani,
third-year law student

"I want to get good _grades,
so I can get into a
prestigious graduate
school." Gabriela Esbaillat
freshman, international
studies major

"I want to eat
healthier, and make
healthier lifestyle
choices." David
Kinas, secondyear osteopathic
medicine student

"I want to go to Shaolin class more
often. It's a form of Kung-Fu. I don't
go as often as I used to, so I want to
make an effort. You learn a lot of
great self defense techniques, and
it's awesome." Yavir Escobar,
freshman, biology 'major

"Spend my money wisely. I want
to be thrifty and stop spending
money on items I don't need."
Ryan Jerothe, freshman,
business administration major
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~ "ARK LINE 2012
NSU aims to contact as many Alumni as possible over the
phone to listen to what Alumni have to say about their time
at NSU, to inform Alumni of what has been going on at
NSU, and to raise support for the university.
• Pay sta_
r ts at $9 an hour
~ Flexible scheduling for students: Monday to Friday

t..

5:15 p.m. to 9 p.m. (minimum 2 shifts)
~

• Starts January 16th - 'April 20th 2012

..

• Excellent student work environment · ,
• Great opportunities for professional advancement

